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Abstract

The Movement Disorder Society (MDS) established a task force on tremor that reviewed the use 

of transducer-based measures in the quantification and characterization of tremor. Studies of 

accelerometry, electromyography, activity monitoring, gyroscopy, digitizing tablet-based 

measures, vocal acoustic analysis, and several other transducer-based methods were identified by 

searching PubMed.gov. The availability, use, acceptability, reliability, validity, and responsiveness 

were reviewed for each measure using the following criteria: 1) used in the assessment of tremor, 

2) used in published studies by people other than the developers, and 3) adequate clinimetric 

testing. Accelerometry, gyroscopy, electromyography, and digitizing tablet-based measures 

fulfilled all three criteria. Compared to rating scales, transducers are far more sensitive to changes 

in tremor amplitude and frequency, but they do not appear to be more capable of detecting a 

change that exceeds random variability in tremor amplitude (minimum detectable change). The 

use of transducer-based measures requires careful attention to their limitations and validity in a 

particular clinical or research setting.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical rating scales are the most popular method of assessing tremor, but transducer-based 

methods are increasingly appealing. Rapidly advancing technologies have made transducers 

more precise, affordable, portable, and capable of long-term recording. Here we define 

transducer as any sensor that converts a physical property of tremor into an electrical signal. 

Devices are instruments equipped with one or more types of transducer, being deployed for a 

specific methodology.

Transducer-based methods and rating scales should fulfill similar standards of validity, 

reliability, and sensitivity to change. The Movement Disorders Society (MDS) Task Force on 

Tremor recently published its review of tremor rating scales,1 and a comparable review of 

transducers is needed. Therefore, we examined the validity, reliability and responsiveness of 

transducer-based methods in the detection and quantification of abnormal tremor. We did not 

review the use of transducer-based methods in differentiating different forms of tremor on a 

diagnostic or phenomenological level (rest, posture, action, intention) because these 

applications depend primarily on complex computer algorithms and data interpretation that 

have not been sufficiently studied or developed and are beyond the scope of this review.

The aim of this review is to discuss the methodology of measuring tremor with transducers. 

The studies selected for this review used various specific devices that shared common 

methodologies (e.g., accelerometry). We aimed to summarize the findings for each common 

methodology, while referring to specific devices only in the context of specific studies. The 

authors stress that this approach is not intended to recommend any specific commercial 

product The assessment of a methodology is only as good as the specific transducers and 

devices used in published studies, and it is important to state that inferences onto a common 

methodology are often based on data available from actually applied transducers and 

devices, and therefore inherently limited.

METHODS

Measures using transducers in published clinical assessments of tremor were considered for 

this review. Medline was searched via PubMed.gov in March 2014 and in February 2015 

using Boolean expressions of “tremor” AND each of the following: “device”, 

“measurement”, “transducer”, “accelerometer”, “accelerometry”, “electromyography”, 

“electromagnetic”, “goniometer”, “goniometry”, “gyroscope”, “inertial measurement unit”, 

“photogrammetric”, “test-retest reliability”, “digital”, “acoustic analysis” and “motion 

analysis”. Publications relevant for this review were selected based on an evaluation whether 

any of the formal evaluation criteria (see Appendix 1) were addressed in the manuscript. 

Furthermore, any secondary references cited in these publications were also reviewed for 

selection using the same criteria for inclusion in this review.

The evaluation form used in the assessment of tremor rating scales1 was adapted for this 

study (Appendix 1). This form captured relevant properties of the specific device used in this 

study, including analysis methods, the designed and intended use, acceptability in different 

populations, and clinimetric properties including validity, reliability, and responsiveness. If 
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not explicitly reported in the literature, minimum detectable change (MDC) was computed 

using published data if available: , where σ=standard 

deviation of the group of measurements and ICC is the intraclass correlation of the two 

measurements, or MDC = 1.96·SDd, where SDd=standard deviation of the difference 

between the two assessments.2

Transducers were reviewed by at least two Task Force members, one being the Task Force 

chair (RJE). Consensus reviews and initial draft of this manuscript were sent to all members 

of the Task Force. The final assessment was based on three criteria: 1) used in the 

assessment of tremor (Y/N), 2) used in published studies by people other than the developers 

(Y/N), and 3) adequate clinimetric testing (Y/N). Transducers were evaluated for use in 

tremor based on whether 3, 2 or 1 criteria were met.

Adequate clinimetric testing was defined as follows. For reliability, we required estimates of 

test-retest reliability, which is a measure of the consistency of a test administered two or 

more times over a period of time to the same group of individuals. Test-retest reliability is a 

function of random variability in the measurement system (i.e., transducer and data analysis) 

and in the phenomenon being measured (tremor). For validity, face validity and statistically 

significant correlations with clinical ratings (convergent validity) were required. Face 

validity is a subjective judgement of the extent to which a transducer appears to measure 

tremor. For sensitivity to change (responsiveness), the detection of change in at least one 

clinical trial was required, and estimates of MDC were either published or computed with 

published data.

RESULTS

The following transducer-based methodologies are included in this report because each has 

published validity, reliability and responsiveness data: accelerometry, electromyography, 

gyroscopy, activity monitoring, digitizing tablets, and acoustic analysis of voice tremor. The 

availability, use and acceptability, clinimetric properties, and proposed areas of application 

are summarized for each methodology. Devices that appeared in isolated reports or have had 

limited use or clinimetric testing are reviewed in Appendix 2.

Accelerometry

Availability—Accelerometry has been applied in tremor studies for more than 50 years.3 

Limited tremor analysis software is packaged with some commercially available transducers, 

but it is often necessary to develop additional custom software for tremor analysis. 

Accelerometry as discussed in this section is aimed at recordings of pre-specified limb 

positions or movements for seconds to minutes. Accelerometers, among other sensors, are 

also used in activity monitors (a.k.a. actigraphs), which record spontaneous activity 

continuously for hours or days. Due to the conceptually different approaches to tremor 

characterization, activity monitors are discussed separately below.

Use and acceptability—Body motion has 6 degrees of freedom, consisting of three-

dimensional translation and rotation in space. Most body parts rotate about a joint, so motion 

(e.g., tremor) is primarily rotational. Accelerometry measures translations, but 
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accelerometers will also detect rotation, depending on their location with respect to the axis 

of rotation (joint).4 Accelerometer output is proportional to both inertial acceleration (the 

measure of interest) and gravitational artifact.4 Gravitational artifact cannot be removed by 

filtering, and multiple strategically-placed accelerometers are needed to capture inertial 

acceleration, free of gravitational artifact.4 We found only one instance of this being done in 

a clinical study of tremor.5

Accelerometry has been used to assess tremor amplitude and frequency in all age groups.6–8 

Accelerometry in combination with EMG is also used to detect pathologic central 

neurogenic oscillation, which is characteristic of essential tremor, Parkinson tremor, 

orthostatic tremor and dystonic tremor.9 This form of tremor oscillation has a frequency that 

is independent of mechanical loading and reflex arc length.9–13 Spectral analysis of 

accelerometer recordings is frequently used to estimate tremor amplitude and frequency, and 

algorithms that distinguish oscillation from other movement are used to determine tremor 

presence.14, 15

Clinimetric properties—Measures obtained with accelerometers have good face validity 

when they are mounted appropriately and have recording specifications that are adequate for 

the tremor in question. For example, a specific accelerometer (or any other transducer) may 

not have sufficient sensitivity to measure physiologic tremor or may not have sufficient 

range to capture severe pathologic tremor (floor and ceiling effects). Face validity is reduced 

when accelerometers are not mounted optimally (e.g., when a wrist-worn accelerometer is 

used to measure hand tremor or when an accelerometer axis is not in the primary direction 

of motion) and when limb motion is too complex to be captured by one transducer.3, 4

Tremor acceleration is roughly equal to tremor displacement times the square of tremor 

frequency in radians/second. Therefore, displacement can be derived from acceleration by 

double integration13 or by dividing acceleration by the square of tremor frequency in 

radians/second.16 The reporting of spectral analysis measures has varied greatly among 

investigators: spectral peak amplitude,17 log peak power,18 area under the peak,19, 20 and 

area under the spectrum.19–23 Regardless, tremor amplitudes are logarithmically correlated 

with clinical ratings.14, 24–26

Test-retest linear correlations for upper extremity postural tremor in essential tremor (ET), 

assessed minutes apart, were >0.9,11 and test-retest intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) 

for same-day measurements of amplitude and occurrence (fraction of recording with tremor) 

were >0.8.14 These values may vary with the etiology of tremor, the range of tremor 

amplitudes,27 and the time between tremor measurements. In ET, tremor frequency varied 

<1 Hz in repeated measures over hours and over several weeks, but variability in amplitude 

was considerable (coefficient of variation ≈30%), and there was a downward trend in tremor 

amplitude over 5 weeks, suggesting a practice effect or habituation.28 Test-retest reliability 

of clinician ratings and of ratings generated from accelerometry did not differ statistically 

for ET (ICC>0.8)27 or Parkinson disease (PD) (ICC≈0.6–0.7).29

Accelerometry has been applied in the measurement of treatment effects in 

ET,17, 20, 21, 23, 30–41 multiple sclerosis,42 PD43–46 and various drug- and toxin-induced 
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conditions.14 In patients with ET, the sensitivity to change appears to be comparable to that 

of the Fahn-Tolosa-Marín scale (FTM),47 Bain and Findley Spiral and Handwriting scales,48 

and the Essential Tremor Rating Assessment Scale (TETRAS).27 However, in a study of 3,4-

diaminopyridine, the FTM was sensitive to a practice/learning effect, but accelerometry was 

not, and the test-retest variability was greater for accelerometry.49 In another study of ET, 

TETRAS was slightly more sensitive than accelerometry to an ethanol treatment effect.25 

However, in a study of zonisamide, postural hand tremor measured with accelerometry 

revealed a small treatment effect, while the FTM did not.50 MDC for postural hand tremor 

was 73% of the baseline mean for ET patients assessed a few minutes apart.51 MDCs for 

ratings derived from accelerometry were comparable to those derived from physician ratings 

in patients with ET27 and PD.29

Applicability—Accelerometry can be used in the measurement of tremor amplitude, 

frequency and occurrence.

Electromyography

Availability—Tremor analysis with electromyography (EMG) is usually accomplished with 

surface skin electrodes mounted over the muscle belly in a bipolar configuration. Modern 

surface EMG systems allow portable multichannel recordings with wireless data 

transmission to a computer. Commercially available portable wireless EMG systems are 

equipped with software, but additional programming for tremor analysis is usually 

necessary.

Use and acceptability—EMG is used primarily for upper limb tremor, but electrodes can 

be applied over any muscle that is accessible with skin electrodes (e.g. over leg muscles to 

document the characteristic 13–18 Hz muscle activity in orthostatic tremor).9 Most muscle 

electrodes have wired connections to recording or transmission units, and this may be 

restrictive during some activities.

EMG output is the voltage difference between two surface electrodes. Therefore, EMG does 

not measure tremor amplitude per se, rather it measures the occurrence and intensity of the 

underlying motor unit entrainment. EMG rectification and low-pass filtering 

(“demodulation”) produces a signal that is proportional to muscle force.52 However, 

demodulated EMG is only a rough surrogate for tremor amplitude, and EMG amplitudes 

may vary with electrode positioning and soft tissue impedance. Spectral analysis of 

demodulated EMG is used to determine the occurrence, frequency and intensity of motor 

unit entrainment.53–55 Surface EMG is used to detect abnormal central neurogenic 

oscillation in pathological tremors9 and to document entrainment, coherence, and movement 

disruption by distracting movements in functional (psychogenic) tremor.22 EMG recordings 

can range from seconds to 24 hours or more.

Clinimetric properties—Rhythmic entrainment of motor unit discharge is the sine qua 
non of pathologic tremor, so the face validity of EMG in detecting tremor is not disputed. 

Occurrence of pathological tremor is validated by the observation that rhythmic EMG 

activity is absent in the majority of healthy controls with physiological tremor.12 Test-retest 
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reliability (ICC) over 3 consecutive days was 0.8–0.9 for tremor occurrence, intensity and 

frequency in PD and ET.56

Tremor occurrence, but not intensity, correlated moderately well (r=0.7–0.8) with clinical 

ratings in ET and PD.55 Long-term EMG recording was used to detect a significant 45.7% 

change in tremor occurrence in 84 PD patients treated with pramipexole.57 This change was 

comparable to a 34.7% change in the Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) 

tremor score.57 The calculated MDC for occurrence of tremor was 64% of baseline in ET 

and 48% in PD.58

Applicability—EMG can be used to identify and quantify pathological tremor.

Gyroscopy

Availability—Gyroscopic transducers are comparable in size to accelerometers and provide 

a linear measure of angular velocity (degrees/sec or radians/sec) of a body part rotating in 

space. Triaxial gyroscopes are often paired with triaxial accelerometers in so-called inertial 

measurement units. Inertial measurement units are widely available and used in many 

industrial and medical applications, including human motion analysis. Limited tremor 

analysis software is packaged with commercial devices, but it is often necessary to develop 

additional custom software for tremor analysis.

Use and acceptability—Most devices using gyroscopes can transmit data wirelessly to a 

computer. Some manufacturers provide centralized data analysis for their devices (e.g., 

www.glneurotech.com), but most devices require the user to develop customized software 

for data analysis. Gyroscopy has been used to quantify Parkinson tremor and ET27, 29, 59–61 

and to identify central neurogenic tremor.62, 63 In contrast to accelerometers, gyroscopic 

transducers have very small gravitational artifact that is only significant when the signal is 

integrated over time.63, 64 Gyroscopes record angular velocity independently of location on a 

rotating body part.

Clinimetric properties—Most tremors are primarily rotational motion of a body part, so 

gyroscopes have good face validity for recording tremor. Moreover, log-transformed 

measurements are strongly correlated with clinical tremor ratings.24, 65 Clinical ratings of 

ET and PD generated from transducer recordings had comparable test-retest reliability 

(intraclass correlations 0.5 to 0.98) and MDC estimates as ratings produced by 

clinicians.27, 29

Applicability—Gyroscopes can be used for the measurement of tremor amplitude, 

frequency and occurrence.

Activity monitoring

Availability—Activity monitors (a.k.a., actigraphs) are wearable motion transducers that 

are attached to the wrist or other body part to record spontaneous body motion continuously 

for 24 hours or more. The original actigraphs contained uniaxial accelerometers and were 

designed primarily for quantifying time spent in sleep versus other activity. The 
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Tremorwatch® (a.k.a., Actiwatch®, Cambridge Neurotechnology Ltd., Cambridge, UK) was 

an actigraph equipped with an algorithm to distinguish tremor from other movement, and it 

was capable of recording tremor presence and intensity for more than 24 hours.66 The 

Tremorwatch® was used to assess ET, PD, and functional tremor.67 but is no longer 

commercially available. Modern activity monitors are equipped with triaxial accelerometers, 

triaxial gyroscopes or both and have enough internal memory to store unprocessed digitized 

motion data continuously for at least 24 hours.

Many activity monitors are now commercially available,i but most were not designed for 

tremor analysis. Those adapted for this purpose must have a sampling (digitizing) rate of at 

least twice the frequency of the tremor and must have sufficient sensitivity and amplitude 

range to record tremor. Some activity monitors may have optional recording modes in which 

sampling rate, sensitivity, frequency range, and amplitude range are adequate for recording 

tremor. At the time of this review, Kinesia™ (Great Lakes Neurotechnologies, Cleveland, 

OH) was the only commercially available activity monitor for tremor analysis, and this 

software is designed for Parkinson disease. Kinesia™ software uses a computer algorithm 

that converts transducer recordings to clinical ratings. Other devices and algorithms are 

being developed.68

Use and acceptability—Most activity monitors are the size of a watch. Distinguishing 

tremor from other movement is accomplished by spectral analysis or by some other analysis 

algorithm that identifies oscillation.63 Activity monitors can be used to measure tremor 

amplitude, frequency and occurrence over extended periods of time, during unconstrained 

spontaneous activity, or during specific activities.

Clinimetric properties—The face validity of activity monitors is good for devices with 

suitable recording capabilities and tremor analysis algorithms. Face validity depends on the 

ability to mount the device in a location suitable for the measurement of tremor. For 

example, devices worn on the wrist may detect the presence of upper limb tremor but will 

provide only a rough measure of tremor amplitude when tremor is primarily rotation of the 

hand about the wrist. Furthermore, tremor generated in neighboring body parts can be 

transmitted to the transducer.

The Tremorwatch® was not sensitive enough to detect physiological tremor, and tremor was 

erroneously detected in only 6% of normal people (specificity 0.94).66 The sensitivity for 

detecting Parkinson tremor in the upper limb was 0.7.66, 69 Using spectral analysis and 

three-dimensional accelerometry, the sensitivity and specificity for detecting Parkinson 

tremor was approximately 0.84 and 0.94.70

Activity monitors can produce reliable and valid measures of tremor severity. A patient diary 

on tremor correlated significantly with PD tremor duration (r=0.62) and amplitude (r=0.55) 

measured with the Tremorwatch®,71 and the UPDRS rest tremor item 20 also correlated 

with duration (r=0.85) and amplitude (r=0.71).69 Sensitivity to change was demonstrated by 

a 44.5% reduction in tremor duration and 29.7% reduction in tremor amplitude in a study of 

ihttp://www.sleepreviewmag.com/2015/03/actigraphy-comparison-guide-march-2015/
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cabergoline for PD.71 In a study of 50 early unmedicated PD patients, the Tremorwatch® 

was sensitive to disease progression over 6 months but no more sensitive than the UPDRS.72 

MDC has not been reported for these devices. Test-retest variability is greater when ET 

upper extremity tremor is recorded during spontaneous activity, compared to specific 

assessment protocols.61

Applicability—Studies of tremor analysis were performed with two technically differing 

activity monitors (Tremorwatch®, Kinesia™), and the Tremorwatch® is no longer available. 

No other activity monitor has been evaluated for measurement of tremor, but the limited 

published data suggest that other commercially available activity monitors can be used for 

detecting pathologic tremor and for measuring change in tremor amplitude and frequency 

due to treatment and disease progression. However, the application of activity monitors for 

these purposes will require the development of valid and reliable computer software 

algorithms.

Digitizing tablet-based tremor measures

Availability—Action tremor is commonly assessed in writing and drawing (e.g., 

Archimedes spirals) and can be quantified using a digitizing tablet, connected to a computer. 

Modern digitizing tablets are portable and come in sizes that accommodate a standard piece 

of writing paper. While several commercial graphics tablets are available on the market, 

Wacom Intuos® (Wacom Technology Corporation, Vancouver, WA) tablets have been used 

most commonly in studies of tremor. Their accuracy (±0.25 mm) and recording frequency 

(≥100 Hz) are sufficient to quantify tremor visible to the unaided eye, but not all tablets have 

these capabilities. Time-series data collected via digitizing tablets require processing and 

analysis to generate measures of interest (e.g., measures of frequency amplitude, irregularity, 

etc.). The platforms mentioned here have been used in tremor studies. No commercially 

available software is available to process tremor data obtained with digitizing tablets, but a 

free Windows-based program to collect, visualize, store and analyze spiral drawings has 

been used in several studies20, 25, 73, 74 and is publicly available for download.ii VBTabletiii 

is a free Windows-based platform that that can be used to capture the pen coordinates, which 

can be analyzed with custom software.75 Interfacing a tablet with custom software requires 

programming effort and industry-standard tablet software drivers.

Use and acceptability—Most pens for digitizing tablets are wireless and have a pressure-

sensitive tip. However, the pressure sensor is nonlinear and must be calibrated, so this sensor 

can be used to detect tremor but has not been used to quantify tremor. The x-y displacements 

of the pen can be converted into velocity and acceleration by numerical differentiation, and 

frequency and amplitude measurers can be derived mathematically by spectral (Fourier) 

analysis.75, 76

There is no standard for how to process digitized writing or drawings. Software packages 

such as Neuroglyphics perform spectral analysis on the digitized drawing, but the user is 

responsible for interpretation. While tremor is most commonly quantified with spectral 

iiwww.neuroglyphics.org
iiigreenreaper.co.uk
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analysis, Rudzinska and coworkers converted the measurements into a 0–10 clinical score 

using an artificial neural network algorithm.77 Data analysis is usually performed by the 

user, but it is possible to have raw data processed and analyzed at a central location.78

While digitizing tablets are routinely used in tremor, they have not been approved by 

regulatory bodies for tremor analysis. Tablets have been used to quantify tremor severity in 

several published treatment trials,73, 78–80 to screen for pathologic tremor in genetic 

studies,81 and to study patients with functional tremor, neurodegenerative ataxia, Huntington 

disease, tic disorders, and Niemann-Pick type C.82–84 A single spiral can be collected and 

analyzed in a few minutes.

Potential ambiguities can arise from several sources. The instructions for writing and 

drawing have varied (e.g., direction of spiral drawing, template vs. no-template drawing, 

forearm supported or not, number of spiral turns, number of trials, etc.). Ambiguities in the 

analysis can arise in situations where tremor is very mild or intermittent, producing no 

unequivocal tremor spectral peak. Ambiguities also arise when the tablet recordings contain 

discontinuities due to the pen leaving the tablet surface, a common occurrence in severe 

tremor. Also, the start of a drawing can be overlain by irregularities introduced by intention 

tremor and dysmetria, and one may or may not choose to remove this portion of the drawing 

prior to tremor quantification.80 Furthermore, the normal oscillations in cursive handwriting 

must be distinguished from tremor,75 so spiral drawings may be the preferred task to assess 

tremor during penmanship-tasks.85

Clinimetric properties—Modern tablets have sufficient sensitivity to detect pathologic 

tremor that is visible to the unaided eye but have the floor effect of being unable to measure 

physiologic tremor and very mild pathologic tremor.75 A ceiling effect is present when 

tremor is so severe that patients cannot keep the pen within 1 cm of the tablet surface.

Tablet analysis has good face validity, and log-transformed tablet measures of drawing 

tremor have high correlations with clinical ratings.24, 75, 80, 86 Using spectral analysis, tablet-

based measures are useful in distinguishing non-rhythmic irregularities in drawings from 

mild tremor.86

Test-retest analysis of two drawings of cursive e, and cursive l, and Archimedes spirals 

collected 3 minutes apart produced MDC estimates of 50%, 56% and 59% of the baseline 

means in patients with mild-moderate ET.51 MDCs for the tablet and FTM part B were 

computed using baseline data from a crossover trial of pregabalin in ET,78 and the MDC of 

the tablet (71% of baseline mean) was comparable to that of the FTM part B (64%).87 Feys 

and coworkers86 reported a mean (SD) ≈ 28 (20) and test-retest Spearman correlation ≈ 0.85 

for patients with tremor due multiple sclerosis, and from these data, the 

 of the baseline mean. More data are needed 

on test-retest reliability and MDC for repeated measures over longer intervals (e.g., 1–4 

weeks) that are comparable to the measurement intervals in most clinical trials.

Applicability—Tremor measures derived from digitizing tablets can be used to quantify 

tremor and to detect pathologic tremor in spiral drawings. Inherent limitations to the 
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methodology are ceiling effects in severe tremors, in which patients may not be able to 

complete the task. Similar to visual ratings of handwriting and drawings, tablet-based 

measures of tremor are capable of quantifying tremor intensity, but are not useful in 

diagnosing different types of pathological tremor.

Acoustic analysis of voice tremor

Availability—Vocal tremor is recorded with wired or wireless microphones while patients 

perform standardized speech tasks such as emitting prolonged vowels (e.g., “aah”, “eee”, 

“ooh”) or repeating standardized sentences.88–93 Sound pressure changes associated with 

voice tremor can be analyzed with commercial software or with generic signal processing 

platforms.94

Use and acceptability—Tremor is quantified by trained personnel using a measure of 

log-percent modulation (rhythmic fluctuation) of the fundamental frequency and sound 

pressure level.94 The recording may require a sound booth, and data analysis is time 

consuming. Ambiguities in recordings and analysis stem from variation in loudness and 

duration of prolonged vowels, variation in vowel- and sentence-pronunciation across 

languages, and variation in speech output. Tremor in the head, mouth, or jaw can confound 

the analysis of laryngeal tremor.88, 95

Clinimetric properties—No data are available on floor or ceiling effects. This method 

has obvious face validity for identifying tremor,96 and construct validity is documented by a 

correlation of the depth of frequency modulation with a 0–7 clinical rating scale.97 Tremor 

measures probably vary with the patient’s language and age, and validation studies are 

needed in different language populations and age groups.

Depth of frequency modulation improved slightly in ET patients treated with 

methazolamide.90 Acoustic analysis was either less sensitive or no better than clinical 

ratings in studies of botulinum toxin for voice tremor.88, 98 A study by Warrick and 

coworkers revealed considerable repeated measures variability, but the test-retest reliability 

was not specifically estimated.99 MDC has not been estimated.

Applicability—Acoustic analysis can be used for detecting and characterizing tremor, but 

there are insufficient clinimetric data to demonstrate the applicability of acoustic tremor 

analysis in assessment of tremor severity.

DISCUSSION

Based on the criteria set forth in this review, accelerometry, gyroscopes, electromyography, 

and digitizing tablets met all three criteria for use in the quantification and detection of 

abnormal tremor. Presently, there are no activity monitors fulfilling these criteria, but there 

are ample data supporting the feasibility of this approach. Acoustic analysis is useful for 

detecting vocal tremor, but there are insufficient clinimetric data for the application of 

acoustic analysis in assessing tremor severity.
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Transducer-based measures are blind to the diagnosis and are only capable of measuring the 

symptomatic “output” of a movement disorder, independent of the underlying etiology. Most 

transducers used for tremor analysis were not developed for specific diseases, and the 

applicability of each device depends in the target signal for which it was developed. There is 

no evidence that a particular type of tremor is more amenable to measurement with 

transducers. Due to the rapid development in the field of sensor-based measurement-

technology, it is important to point out that the specific transducer-based devices and 

analysis platforms are presented as methodological examples that have been applied to 

collect and analyze accelerometry, EMG, digitizing-tablet based measures, etc. in tremor. 

The aim of this review was to discuss the different techniques available for objective 

quantification of tremor, not to recommend specific devices or software platforms.

Transducers provide objective, precise linear measurements of tremor amplitude, frequency 

and occurrence, without the potential bias introduced by perceptions of patients and clinical 

raters. Wearable devices can be used to continuously record tremor, without the presence of 

a clinician. However, the application of transducers in tremor has significant limitations. 

Their use and data analysis require training, and a single transducer may not adequately 

capture the complex motion of a body part. The use of multiple transducers is feasible, but 

this approach is expensive and time-consuming, and data analysis is complex.62 Floor and 

ceiling effects may exist with any transducer, so users must select transducers with a 

sensitivity, frequency bandwidth and amplitude range suitable for the tremor being studied 

(Appendix 3).

The use of transducers does not eliminate user bias. Selecting recordings to analyze, 

trimming “bad data” from recordings, and interpreting results from spectral analysis can be 

affected by user bias. Therefore, strict standardization of data sampling and analysis is 

needed for all methods (Appendix 3), including blinded data analysis.

Transducers produce linear measures of tremor amplitude, while visual rating scales are 

inherently non-linear, as predicted by the Weber-Fechner law of psychophysics.24 Based on 

the log-relationship between clinical ratings and transducer measures, a 1-point reduction on 

a 0–4 tremor rating scale corresponds to a 50% or greater reduction in tremor amplitude.24 

This is comparable to the MDC estimates reported for a variety of tremors and transducers.

Given their precision and sensitivity, one might expect transducers to have a lower MDC 

than clinical ratings. However, there is considerable test-retest random variability in tremor 

amplitude. Additional variability might come from variations in how and where the 

transducer is mounted and in signal acquisition and analysis. Regardless, in most clinical 

studies, investigators are interested in changes in tremor amplitude or occurrence that exceed 

random variability. The MDC is the smallest change exceeding random variability that a 

transducer or rating scale can detect. Currently, there is no evidence that the MDC is smaller 

when transducers are used.1 When data from transducer-based tremor recordings are 

converted to ratings, clinical and computer-generated ratings have been statistically 

equivalent. 27, 29 Standardization across protocols would facilitate the comparison of results.
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The minimum clinically important difference (MCID) has not been computed for 

transducers and tremor rating scales. MCID is to a large extent subjectively defined and may 

vary with subjects’ daily activities and social behaviour. The preferred method of computing 

MCID is unclear.100 MCID may increase in proportion to baseline tremor severity100 and 

needs to be defined for various patient populations. Based on aggregated data from studies in 

ET, reducing tremor amplitude to a rating of 1 on a 0–4 clinical scale is associated with high 

patient satisfaction,101 and this magnitude of change is within the capabilities of the 

transducer-based measures that fulfilled the evaluation criteria of this review.

The use of scales vs transducer-based measures will depend on the type of tremor, 

experimental goals and design, and resources. Sensor-based measures frequently will be 

used to complement the clinical examination and are an obvious choice when the goal is to 

measure tremor in the absence of a clinician. The episodic measurement of tremor using 

transducers has established utility in clinical trials, but scales and transducer-based measures 

appear to have comparable MDC. Continuous measurement of tremor using wearable 

devices is a promising approach to capture tremor in natural settings that are functionally 

relevant, but this approach has not been shown to be more sensitive to change than periodic 

assessments with rating scales. The utility of long-term recordings will depend on the 

development of valid computer algorithms for identifying and quantifying tremor against a 

background of other voluntary and involuntary movement. The precision and objectivity of 

transducer-based measures may not be sufficient to justify the cost and complexity of 

devices and associated software, vis-à-vis available rating scales. Lastly, the use of 

transducer-based measures requires careful attention to their limitations and validity in a 

particular clinical setting (Appendix 3).

Supplementary Material
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